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Introduction
MBI-XNAT (mbi-xnat.erc.monash.edu.au) is Monash Biomedical Imaging (MBI)’s instance of
the popular neuroimaging archive system, XNAT (xnat.org), and archives all imaging data
acquired on MBI’s clinical MR/MR-PET/CT scanners. MBI-XNAT is hosted on the NeCTAR
Cloud (nectar.org.au/cloudpage/) computing infrastructure with all imaging data stored on a
VicNode (vicnode.org.au) allocation.
This guide covers the most commonly performed operations with the MBI-XNAT web portal.
For more detailed information on how to use the portal please visit the XNAT 1.7 wiki
(wiki.xnat.org/documentation), or if you can’t find what you are looking for there, please email
the MBI-XNAT administrators at mbi-xnat@monash.edu.
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Site Access
Registration
Monash university staff and students can register to use MBI-XNAT simply by logging into the
portal (see Login section below) with their authcate/password credentials. Logging in for the
first time will create a corresponding user account in the database, which will need to be
enabled by MBI-XNAT administrators before the user can enter the site or be granted access
to a project (please email mbi-xnat@monash.edu if your account is not enabled after the next
working day).
Non-Monash University users should enter their preferred username and contact details into
the registration form at https://mbi-xnat.erc.monash.edu/app/template/Register.vm, including
the contact details of an investigator for the project(s) they wish to be granted access to in
the “comments” section. MBI-XNAT administrators will enable the account after confirming
with the relevant project investigator(s).

Login / logout
To access to the portal, click on this link https://mbi-xnat.erc.monash.edu.au or copy/paste
this address into a web browser address bar.
•

For Monash University staff/students, please select “Monash University” from the
login-domain drop-down box enter your authcate/password credentials in the login
box.

•

For non-Monash University users, please select “External” from the login-domain
drop-down box and enter the username/password you set up in the registration
process (Figure 1). If you have forgotten your password please go to the page
https://mbi-xnat.erc.monash.edu.au/app/template/ForgotLogin.vm,

to

reset

your

password (non-Monash users only!).
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Figure 1. Login page at https://mbi-xnat.erc.monash.edu.au/
showing the login-domain drop-down box.

Login information is displayed in the top right hand corner of all pages on the site above the
general search bar (Figure 2). To logout simply click the “logout” link. Login sessions will
expire after 15 mins of inactivity, with the remaining time displayed next to the username of
the logged-in user. If you wish to renew your session click the “renew” link also in the top right
hand side of the screen and the 30 min counter will start again.

Figure 2. Login details and Logout link

Project Membership
Access to imaging data is controlled via project membership. Members are added to a project
either by:
•

MBI administrators on request by a project investigator. The investigator must email
mbi-xnat@monash.edu with the name and email address of the person to be added
and the MBI project number and name that the access is to be given to.

•

Directly by a project “owner” using the “Access” tab of the project page.

Access is granted by:
On the Access tab of the project page, new members are added by:
1) Selecting the available users from the list (Figure 3, Green oval)
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Note that Monash users must register before they are invited to join a project
by logging into the site for the first time with their authcate/password to avoid
duplicate accounts being created (see Registration). Their details will then
appear in the list.

2) Inviting external users directly using their username or email address (Figure 3,
Red oval).

Figure 3. Project Access Management. Project “owners” can add and remove.

Members can be removed from a project by a project owner or MBI administrators by clicking
the “Remove” button next to their names.
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Navigation
MBI-XNAT ID Conventions
All projects acquired at MBI are assigned a 6-character alphanumeric ID, e.g. MRH017. This
project ID is used to refer to the project throughout MBI-XNAT and will be supplied to the
project investigator(s) by MBI-XNAT administrators when the project is created.
Subject IDs in MBI-XNAT consist of the ID of the project they belong to followed by an
underscore and the “study-specific” ID of the subject within the project, e.g. MRH017_005 is
the ID of the 5th subject in Project MRH017. If the project was originally stored in MBI’s
previous imaging repository, DaRIS, this study-specific subject ID will correspond to subject’s
number in DaRIS by default. It is left to the project investigator’s discretion to decide on a
suitable alphanumeric ID scheme for the study-specific subject IDs (e.g. the scheme used on
the study’s ethics application).
Session IDs in MBI-XNAT consist of the full MBI-XNAT subject ID (i.e. including the project
ID), followed by an underscore, the session’s imaging modality (either MR for MRI or MRPT
for MR-PET) and a zero-padded, two-character numerical ID. For example, the second MRI
session (the second time-point in a longitudinal study) for subject 5 in project MRH017 has a
full MBI-XNAT ID of MRH017_005_MR02.

Home Screen
The home screen provides several convenient methods to navigate the imaging data that is
accessible to the user. A list of recently-accessed projects by the user will appear in the
bottom left corner of the screen (Figure 4, Green box) and a list of recently uploaded
scanning sessions on the right (Figure 4, Yellow box). Clicking on these entries will navigate
the user to the corresponding project/session. To narrow down the list of projects, subjects or
sessions, search criteria can be entered into the search box in the middle of the page (Figure
4, Red box). To return to the home screen from any page select the XNAT logo in the top left
corner (Figure 4, Magenta oval).
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Figure 4. MBI-XNAT home screen showing the recent project and session links.
Displayed projects and sessions can be filtered using the search box (Red box).

Command Ribbon
The command ribbon is accessible from all pages within the site.
•

Clicking on the “Browse” opens a hierarchical menu that a provides links to all
projects, subjects and imaging sessions that are accessible to the user (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Browsing projects in Navigation Ribbon

•

A general search box is located on the right-hand side of the command ribbon. This
search box is useful for navigating directly to a project, subject or session using its full
ID (see Section ID Naming Schemes).

•

Advanced searches that filter subjects and sessions based on detailed associated
information (e.g. gender, handedness, etc...) can be performed by selecting the dropdown list in the “Stored Searches” box and selecting “Advanced Search….”.
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Data Access
It is the researcher’s responsibility to verify the quality of the imaging data uploaded to XNAT
within 2 days of the scan date in order to catch any operator errors or issues with the image
quality. XNAT provides several methods to access and view the data.

Snapshots and DICOM Headers
After an imaging session is uploaded to XNAT, image snapshots are generated for
recognized image types and can be displayed along with other basic meta-data by toggling
the +/- button next to the scan name on the session page (Figure 6, Red Oval). Detailed meta
data can be accessed from the DICOM headers via the link “View DICOM Headers” (Figure
6, Green oval).

Figure 6. Image snapshots and access to DICOM Header
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Image Viewer
MBI-XNAT provides a convenient in-built viewer for visual inspection of imaging data, which
can be accessed by the “view images” link on the “Actions” menu on the session page (Figure
7, Red oval).

Figure 7. “View Images” link on session pages

Clicking on the “View Images” link opens up an interactive viewer than enables the user to
browse the images in the session/project using the left-hand side navigation pane (Figure 7,
Red box) and select datasets to show in the right-hand side viewer pane (Figure 8, Green
box). The viewer pane can toggle between different combinations coronal, sagittal, axial and
3D perspectives using the “layout” button on the left edge of the viewer pan (Figure 8,
Magenta circle). Users can scroll through the image stack of coronal, sagittal or axial
perspectives (and zoom in/out of 3D perspectives) using the mouse wheel. Alternatively, the
scroll bar at the bottom of each perspective can be used to move between slices, or the “play”
symbol to the left of the scroll bar will can be used to automatically loop through the whole
image stack (Figure 8, Cyan oval). To exit the viewer, click the small cross in the top-right
corner (Figure 8, Yellow circle) (note that in the latest release it is partially covered by the
navigation ribbon).
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Figure 8. In-built viewer. Select images from left-hand navigation pane (Red box)
to display in right hand side viewer pane (Green box)
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Downloading Data
To download imaging data select the “Download Images” link on the project page (Figure 9,
Red Oval),

Figure 9. Download Images link on project page

or the “Download->Download Images” (Figure 10, Red Oval) on the session page.

Figure 10. Download Images and Manage File links on Session Page

This will open up the download selection dialog, where a cross-section of sessions, scan
formats, and scan types to download are selected (Figure 11). Note that if the download
selection dialog is opened from a session page (Figure 10) only that session will be available
for selection. Typically, only the DICOM scan formats need to be downloaded, as the images
in the SNAPSHOTS folder are the just generated thumbnails used on the web UI.
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Figure 11. Download selection page

Once the required data has been selected, select “Option1: Direct download” and press the
“Submit” button to initiate the download of a zip file containing the required data.

Uploading Data
All MR/MR-PET sessions acquired at MBI are automatically archived from the MRI scanner
consoles and should appear in the MBI-XNAT within 24 hours of the end of the session. If a
session does not appear under the relevant subject in this time, please contact the MBI-XNAT
administrators at mbi-xnat@monash.edu.
Because of this automatic archive process, data is typically not manually uploaded to MBIXNAT. However, the XNAT web portal provides several methods for manually uploading data
to the archive and in some cases, it may make sense to upload additional data that is
acquired at MBI (e.g. ECG, EEG, video). In all cases, authorization is required from the
MBI-XNAT administrators (mbi-xnat@monash.edu) before data is manually uploaded in order
to ensure that sufficient storage space is allocated.
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Metadata
XNAT has extensive support for storing subject and session metadata alongside the imaging
data. Basic subject metadata (e.g. DOB, gender, handedness, etc…) can be entered by
selecting the “Edit” link from the Actions menu on the subject page (Figure 12, Red oval),
which opens up a page in which to enter the metadata (Figure 13). This metadata can then
be used to filter subjects from the home page (see Home Screen). Likewise, the “Edit” link in
the Actions menu on the session page opens up a page to enter additional session metadata
(Figure 14). Depending on the session “Datatype” (MR or MR-PET) the available meta data
will differ, with MR-PET sessions including details on the tracer and time of injection.

Figure 12. Edit Subject Metadata. Basic subject metadata (e.g. DOB, gender,
handedness, ethnicity) can be edited with this link
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Figure 13. Edit basic subject metadata
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Figure 14. MR-PET session metadata edit dialog

It

is

possible

to

create

and

install

custom

(https://wiki.xnat.org/display/XNAT16/Customizing+Data+Types).

datatypes
However,

into

XNAT
creating

datatypes requires some knowledge of writing XML schemas, and new datatypes will need to
be installed by MBI-XNAT administrators. While this is possible, XNAT provides a more
convenient method for adding new metadata fields to subjects and sessions through in the
“Manage Custom Variables” dialog (Figure 15, Red oval).

Figure 15. Manage custom variables link
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Custom variables are grouped together into sets and are associated with a particular datatype
(i.e. subject, MR session or MR-PET session), which is selected from the top drop-down box
(Figure 16, Red oval). A base data type needs to be specified for each variable, one of
•

String -> text

•

Integer -> whole numbers

•

Float -> decimal numbers

•

Boolean -> true or false

•

Date -> dates

Figure 16. Custom variables dialog. Add custom metadata to subjects and sessions

Once a custom metadata set is saved for a given datatype within a project, values for these
fields can be entered in the corresponding edit dialog page (Figure 17) and will show up on
the session page (Figure 18). Users can create as many custom variable sets as required.
However, the user should note that for the current version of XNAT (1.7) that these variables
are currently not searchable although this main change in future versions.
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Figure 17. Editing custom variables in the session edit dialog

Figure 18. Custom variables displayed on MR session

Scripting
We have written a toolkit called xnat-utils, available at https://gitlab.erc.monash.edu.au/mbiimage/xnat-utils, which contains several command-line tools and a Python API for scripting
data processing with MBI-XNAT. It is installed as an environment module on MASSIVE (M3
only) and can be loaded with module load xnat-utils. Please see the README at for details
on how to install and run them on your local worksation.
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Although outside the scope of this document, there are also several open source packages
that may be useful when writing scripts to interact with MBI-XNAT, including
•

XnatPy (http://xnat.readthedocs.io/)

•

XDC (wiki.xnat.org/display/XTOOLS/XnatDataClient)

A complete list of packages and other useful XNAT tools can be accessed from the “Tools”
menu in the command ribbon (Figure 19, Red oval)

Figure 19. Command line and scripting tools for XNAT
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